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The Joy Of Satan wants justice in this world, proper and equal representation. We
come in this world as peace makers and certain fighting gestures or language is no
different than activism already present in polemic speech by so many other people on
this earth.

Therefore,  to  all  "doubters",  those  who  think  we  have  "excessive  views"  or  even
"radical  views",  just  because  we  do  criticism,  share  information,  and  promote
understanding of what we consider an obvious problem in society, you might as well
read and try to answer these questions to yourself.

To people who say this: You have no idea who really holds the "actual" fully RADICAL
views. This is not us. We merely communicate to people this exists and that people
must be aware of this ongoing practice.

Most people are really confused at first to find out this even exists, but it does.

You might read things from the jews in this forum or any site that will likely shock you,
especially if you lived in this world where they control information and keep all of this
under covers.

When  one  is  exposed  to  such  information,  then  one  might  get  really  angry.
Expressions of anger sometimes can be strong.

As one can read from our info we promote self control as a virtue in handling that
justified anger, professionalism, and mindful expression with justice as an outcome.
Justice is not simply a law of the jungle as preached in the Old Testament of Jews.

We want serious and permanent solving to these issues. We believe that a full  on
solution must take place where this must never happen again.  The full  function of
Justice is therefore the key to this end.

Clearly most people have no answers and are conditioned to just defend the jews,
because they have been conned in numerous examples that they should never be
questioned.

Meanwhile, one can question and attack anyone else verbally or at least issue proper
criticism on what is our [collapsing] Free Speech based society in the United States.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=80893


In regards to persecutions created and manufactured by the Jewish people who want
to be beyond any legal, cultural and social immunity, we pose to everyone including
their pawns and servants, the following questions:

1. Why have they started persecuting women on a cultural level and mention them in
the lowest terms known in history? Information on this forum shows evidently anti-
woman sentiment to the highest extents coming by this "culture",  which is allowed
liberally to operate without any bounds.

2. Why do they form elaborate conspiracies to infiltrate, take over, and run "heathen"
Nations,  even though they currently  have their  own "Homeland"  which is  Israel,  a
"Homeland" that was itself built on genocide? Their operation and over-representation
in our deciding offices is another very obvious fact.

3. Why do they hate people who are of vocations such as bisexuals or gay people,
and have created cultural identities based on hatred and social chaos to keep them
away  from  anyone  else  like  they  are  leprous,  while  simultaneously  promoting
decadence to the extremes, such as GBLT, which have went as far as to be used to
prey on children and forcibly change their genders?

4. Why do they stand behind NAMBLA and other "pedophile advocacy organizations"?
While  also  always  appearing  in  many  of  these cases  like  Epstein  and the  recent
Balenciaga scandal?

5. Why do they have overwhelming presence in banking and there are endless videos
of Rabbis vocally declaring financial war and enslavement of Gentiles as the jewish
"Gods plan"?

6. Why are jews attacking and assaulting family values on "heathen" Nations, eroding
the social fabric, yet at the same time hold nuclear family values for themselves no
matter the cost?

7. Why have jewish religions penalized and falsely claimed that Spirituality will lead
people to "Hell",  inventing the fear of an eternal torment for those who are not on
board with them?

8. Why has the religious culture of the West been overtaken by jewish fables, which in
no way represent the ancestry of the people that live there?

9. Why do jews enforce Western policy to always include wars for Israel, which are
based on loose geopolitical arguments, and in all cases resemble steps of a genocidal
plan towards a jewish geopolitical dream based on genocide under the name "Greater
Israel"?



10. Why are there videos from the top and highest Rabbis of the planet, who are the
penultimate leaders  in Jerusalem and in New York,  mentioning that  all  non-jewish
people are Goyim and fit for enslavement or to be wholly murdered, despite of who
these people might be?

Except of the above statement, they also include further that they are "aliens from
another planet, sent to conquer earth", as Rabbi Laitman has vocally expressed many
times. And why is this taken so lightly or this information is constantly censored?

11. Why do they still engage in endless torture of animals for "ritual slaughter", while
the animals are put under incessant suffering and brutalized even in butcher houses of
Western Civilization?

12. What are their problems with Free Speech and Freedoms in the Western World,
and why do they feel entitled to change these rules and enforce policies that censor
everyone, even after the Western World in its own history in which jews do not directly
belong, fought to attain these levels of virtues coming from Ancient Greek values?
What is the place of the jews to dictate any of this?

13. Why is all criticism of anything in their history or their claims NEVER allowed, or
they are defended by laws, that defend them against any criticism?Where are laws
about Armenians who got genocided too, or Greeks, or so many other people?

14. Why do they constantly appear behind racial tensions, such as the Black Lives
Matter movement that was razing the United States, and don't allow people to exist in
a Nation in a peaceful manner?

15. Why do their religious books such as the Old Testament, boast about genocides on
many segments of this work? Why does the same book also preach in the Jewish New
Testament  about  complete  compliance  and  subservience  to  any  actions  this  race
takes?

16. Why have they created incessant lies such as that "God" belongs exclusively to
the jews, and that everyone else needs to be destroyed as an "ungodly" person?

17. Why do they constantly try to hide all  of the things mentioned here, despite of
proven sources of origin, and never actually tried to address them?

18. Every time even jews have criticized other jews, they destroy them as they are
operating some sort of magnified conspiracy, why?

19. Why have they  spent  all  their  social  and educational  energy  to  always  try  to
convince people that Ancient civilizations did not exist, or that they were "evil", or even
deserving of collapse and genocide, but also say the same for Europe or the United
States today, despite of living in the "sinful nations" like hypocritical parasites?



20. Why do they keep celebrities and people of prominence by a leash, and attack
them and give them public beatings every time they mention either them or they are
against their interests?

21. Why do specific bodies such as AIPAC exist in the United States, where presidents
and decision policy makers are influenced directly,  and such do not exist  for other
people, but are also oftentimes criminalized or disbanded?

22. Why do they also happen to appear behind terrorist organizations such as ISIS
[who happen to perfectly serve their purpose of cultural destruction of "heathens"], and
nobody is supposed to comment on this?

23. Why every time something happens from any other people, their race and so on is
named, but nobody is allowed to name them in this case for equal judgement?

24. Why have they had overwhelming "Creativity" in creating criminal programs such
as Communism, which, upon application, have devastated societies for decades and
turned  them  backwards?  They  of  course  never  apply  any  of  these  programs
themselves, except when people of overwhelmingly jewish origins and descent and
hebrew speakers, applied these on the poor people living in the Nations who lived
under these regimes?

25. Why jews are liberally allowed to pursue their interests as "Jews", yet anyone else
is a criminal and a racist while doing so, even if they follow the most peaceful methods
to do this? And why are jews allowed to BOAST in society they do this, while anyone
of any other creed or color is considered a terrorist and a criminal even for the remote
thoughts of doing this?

26. What is the point of all this besides an aeons old psychopathy and inherent evil
living  in  themselves,  which  they  also  never  seen as  a  "negative"  but  rather  have
elevated to "cultural" height? Why do they fear these questions?

Since all of the above "Forbidden" questions are some of the many questions one has
to pose to one's self. Personally, by the Gods themselves and the great consciousness
of the cosmos, I say it openly that all this injustice and suffering of too many.

The 1% has to be questioned, and nobody will  be able to guilt  trip us that this is
forbidden to do. It might have been forbidden by fake constructs, which are based on
slavery and serve them.

The answers should be obvious if one knows the Truth: Some say our world is under
occupation by them. The reality that nobody else of all people behaves in this manner,
answers enough in itself.



Through  information  and  applied  justice,  humanity  must  grow  forward  from these
things, and elevate itself.

The Joy of Satan comes in peace and prays to the highest powers for Justice applied
horizontally on them, without exception.

I can easily go to sleep every night and exist with a clear conscience that I defend
people from this menace which apparently has went too far that none of this can ever
be mentioned or even remotely "insinuated" about the "Holy People".

In  the  same manner,  we  don't  consider  ourselves  incorrect  to  address  or  defend
ourselves from the above things.

If one considers asking us any of the above questions or even fabricating "evil", we
specify that we come in peace. Do not confuse us with the Jews. We come in peace to
help and save humanity from these evil practices.

We stand clean and as much as we can pure in the eyes of the Eternal Providence
and Dharmic Wheel of Justice, despite of the opinion of these evil creatures which are
so delightfully and centuries old not only unrepentant, but escalating the violence.

May the Father Satan and the Gods grant this world justice and all these wrongdoings
be put to an end.
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